The following is an expanded article on Wendish in Aztec, sent to the Glasilo magazine April 29, 2014,
dealing mainly with Aztec military equipment. It is complemented with (1) further examples of
Wendish cognates in the Aztec language; (2) some basic information on Aztec culture and (3) a
summary of historic events leading to the destruction of the Aztec Empire by Spanish Conquistadors,
their genocide and historic demonization.

One does not need to possess a high-tech genetic knowledge
to arrive at prehistoric information, one can achieve the
same results through simple linguistic evidence.

WENDISH IN AZTEC
Proof that Wends had settled in America prior to Columbus are Wendish cognates and Wendish roots
occurring in the Aztec vocabulary. I noticed this surprising fact when looking at the names of weapons
used by Aztecs in central America at the time of the arrival of the Spanish conquistadors. These names
of weapons show that at least the ruling class of Aztecs, their aristocracy and military, used a Wendish
related language. To prove that it was also the language of the rest of their population, one will have to
look carefully at dictionaries of various languages spoken in their Empire, which I have no time to do
myself.
In one of my previous articles, I have touched upon the panther-like goddess Tsagiglala [Ta ki gleda,
the one that watches; ta ki (ye) gledala, the one that has watched]. She is venerated by the Chinook
native tribe of Oregon on the west coast of North America who claim that her name means in their
language “she who is watching”.
I have also mentioned the substantial impact Wendish had on most Algonquian languages, two of
which I already had a chance to look at a little more closely. I have collected long lists of Wendish
cognates occurring in the Algonquian Micmaq and Plains Cree languages. I will add them to my
website as soon as I find time to edit them. [Add e-mails sent to Glasilo in 2014?]
Another task I am leaving to others to complete is the locating of one particular native tribe in NorthEastern Canada in whose language a petroglyph used to be called po pechi pissano, writing on a
rock/written on a rock. This Wendish phrase was used by a member of a local native tribe who helped a
French Jesuit draw the first map of Ontario in the 17th century. On this map, the location of the famous
Peterborough petroglyphs happens to be marked “peu pechi pissanega” - another typically descriptive
Wendish word (French pronunciation of Wendish “po” is “peu”). This “native” American tribe
obviously continued to use even the elaborate Wendish grammatical declension forms, pissanega being
the genitive form of the neutral verb pissano, writing/written.
This may indicate a comparatively recent arrival of a fair number of Wends in eastern North America.
Had they lived in America for thousands of years, intermarrying with other native tribes, this would
have changed their language substantially. This is what had happened to Wendish in the Algonquian
languages, which have evolved perhaps since the Bronze Age, when copper mining may have brought
an earlier Wendish migration to America.
Most likely, this recently arrived tribe were the descendants of the Greenland Vikings who had sailed to
America's eastern coast between the 10th and the14th century AD. The DNA tests of the oldest Viking

Greenland skeletons, excavated in 2015, showed that they were of Celtic, not Norse origin. Therefore,
they were likely bilingual in Wendish and in Norse. I hope that this was not one of those many “native”
tribes that had been wiped out of existence by wars with Christian settlers and their imported diseases.
The editor of the Ancient American magazine, Wayne May, promised meto publish my appeal to his
contributors and readers - many of whom are native Americans - to help me pinpoint this elusive native
tribe whose vocabulary and grammatical structure in 17th century Canada were identical to Wendish
spoken in Central Europe today.
The Aztec Language
Nahuatl, pronounced Nawuati [nowati/novati, new ones; nowa, new.] Perhaps, the Aztec language
was called a “new” language because it had evolved after Wends had arrived and intermarried with
natives of Central America. It is an Uto-Aztecan language spoken today by some 1.5 million people in
Mexico – coincidentally, about the same number as that of the Wendish speakers left in Europe today.
The majority of speakers live in central Mexico, particularly in Puebla, Veracruz, Hildago, San Luis
Potosi [pototsi/ potoki, rivers; poti; paths, roads], Guerrero, Mexico (state), El Distrito Federal,
Tlaxcala [tla, ground; skala, rock, stone], Morelos, Oaxaca and in El Salvador.
There are some Aztec speakers throughout the rest of Mexico and even in parts of the USA. There are
many dialects of Aztec, not all mutually intelligible. Those closest to the classical Nahuatl - which
may be closest to Wendish - are the dialects spoken now in the Valley of Mexico. Future research
should concentrate on these first.
Nahuatl was originally written in a pictographic script, which served as a mnemonic to remind readers
of texts which they had previously learned orally. Their script appeared in picture books and on
inscriptions on stone, almost all destroyed by the invading Christian Spaniards in the 16th century, as
Wendish books and inscriptions had been destroyed by Christians in Europe some 1,300 years earlier.
Christianity destroyed Wendish-influenced civilizations on both continents.
Classical Nahuatl was the language of the Aztec Empire. From the 7th century AD on, until the
Spanish conquest in the 16th century, it was used as the lingua franca throughout most of central
America. It is interesting that Aztec, a language strongly influenced by Wendish, had become the
lingua franca of Central America only a few hundred years after Wendish had ceased to serve as the
lingua franca in Europe, the Near East and Northern Africa.
Wendish may have influenced also some, or perhaps all, other members of the Uto-Aztecan family of
languages to which Aztec/Nahuatl belongs. They are Comanche, Hopi, O'odham, Pipil, Shoshone,
Tepehuàn and Yakui. All of them are obvious subjects for further research by Wendish linguists.
Wendish roots in names of Aztec weapons
As in Wendish, there is no letter “f” in the Aztec vocabulary, except in words borrowed from other
languages. In modern Aztec spelling hu stands for w. In American native languages, including
Nahuatl, the ending -tl is pronounced almost as -ti or -te, ch as sh and zh, t as d and z as s.
I will enumerate Wendish roots in the names of every single weapon used by Central American
Aztecs at the time of the arrival of Spanish conquistadors. I am adding a few other Wendish
cognates in the Aztec vocabulary that I found in various articles dealing with Aztecs, published in the

Ancient American magazine. I have not had time yet to look at an Aztec dictionary, to establish the
extent of Wendish remaining in various Aztec dialects, or in classical Aztec.
However, even the small number of examples I have so far collected, prove that Wends had arrived in
Central America long before Columbus. Future research will have to elucidate the dates of their arrival,
the route they took to America, where they came from, their number, and the role they had played in
the evolution of the Aztec empire.
They had obviously arrived in Central America long before the 7th century AD, considering that their
language was by then already firmly established as the Aztec Empire's lingua franca. The origin of
their migration could have been the result of adventurous exploration. More likely, it was a reaction to
the turbulent times caused by the brutally belligerent expansion into Wendish territories of the Roman
Empire. That expansion was followed by that of its heir, the Christian Holy Roman Empire of Franks,
forbears of the modern Germans. The Franks, while “christianizing” central and northern Europe, also
caused the formation of the German and all the other modern Germanic languages.
(NOTE: I must stress that the “Germans” of Ceasar's De Bello Gallico were in fact Wends, contrary to
the wishful but mistaken interpretation of modern German historians, who were in the 14th and 15th
century - after Tacitus' Germania manuscript was discovered in Italy - trying very hard to find famous
ancestry for themselves, as rulers of the Holy Christian Empire of the German Nation. The only
exception, a tribe speaking a non Celtic, i.e. a non-Wendish language, seems to have been in Caesar's
times the tiny tribe of Nemeti. Nemeti is the Roman spelling of the name Nemtzi, a word still used by
Wends to describe Germans. The Nemeti, probably a hunting & gathering tribe, had settled among
the farming Wends in the Rhine Valley.
The distant linguistic relatives of these Nemeti, who would have qualified as another German related
Germanic language in Roman times, were the Norse of Norway. However, they had remained totally
unknown in Ancient Greek and Roman times. So the Roman term “Germani”, which means in Latin
“blood-relations”, was definitely not referring to these Nemti, who called themselves up to the 14th
century “Tuisk” and switched their name to Germans after reading Tacitus's rediscovered history. The
name Tuisk is most likely derived from the Wendish “tuits”, a foreigner. It referred to the fact that
Celtic speaking Roman interpreters from Italy and southern France were blood- and linguistic relations
of Celtic/Wendish tribes in the Rhine Valley, Denmark and present northern Germany, confronting
Roman legions.)
Aztec traditions talk about their arriving from a northern country, an island they called the land of
“herons”. This could have been Japan, but also Iceland, Greenland, or even any part of today's Britain.
Their Empire had spread from their island in the lowlands to the Mexican Gulf and the Atlantic Ocean.
Let us return to our main topic. As mentioned, in many American native languages, including Nahuatl,
the ending -tl is pronounced almost like -ti, the sound ch is often pronounced as sh, t as d and z as s.
With this in mind, let us look at the terms Aztecs used for their weapons.
For me, the most fascinating hunting and warring weapon used by the Aztecs - as well as by people in
prehistoric Europe, Africa, Asia and Australia - is the Atlatl, a spear thrower. It is a wooden gadget
which maximized one's ability to shoot an arrow or spear more accurately and at a much greater
distance. It makes an arrow fly farther and faster. It was known already 30,000 years ago.
Archaeologists had discovered it also in France, dated to 17,500 years BC. The atlatl fires off an arrow
very effectively.

If you look at the name of this nifty object - remembering that in Aztec tl is pronounced te/ti, and the
letter t also stands for the d sound, and that an open o sound sounds very much like an a - you realize
immediately that atlatl is the equivalent, the identical tween, of the Wendish verb odleti, flies off, flies
away. This is just another example of the apt and always highly descriptive names given by Wends to
objects, toponyms and people.
Another very effective weapon used by Aztecs, a wooden sword made of hardest wood, with jagged
edges of inserted stone arrow points, is called macuahuitl. Considering that k and g sounds often turn
into h (like gora and hora, mountain, in Slovene) and tl is pronounced as tee/ti, macuahuitl is
obviously related to the Wendish verb mahati/mahniti, to swing something out, so as to hit an object.
Then there is the Aztek chimalli, a small shield, where in the Aztec language ch can also be
pronounced as sh. Every Wend can tell at a glance that shchit mali is just a mali shchit, a small shield.
Aztecs also used a front-line weapon for attack or defence, a kind of sword like macuahuitl, but
much longer and narrower, called tepoztopíli [ti, the (plural of ta, the); postopit, to line up]. Aware
that z in Aztec is pronounced also as s, we get the Wendish phrase ta postopíli, those getting into the
front line position, for attack or defence. Even the stress on the one but last syllable of this word
indicates a Wendish origin.
Illustration:(a good sketch on google Graphic of a spear-thrower in use, at bottom of
wikipedia page, from the British Museum- highlight image)
Thus the name of every single weapon, used by Aztecs at the time of the arrival of the Spanish
conquistadors, is derived from Wendish. I am afraid, whenever necessary, our ancient forebears must
have been skilled hunters, as well as warriors. And certainly not at all the gentle and subservient
simpletons German and Serbian historians would like us to believe. Unfortunately, our esteemed
Cankar wrote about it as well and has been quoted by our cowardly quislings ad nauseam ever since.
Other Wendish roots in the Aztec vocabulary
Aztecs were also called Aznahuatl or Nawatlahtolli [azna/pozna, late, recent; nowa, new; tla, earth,
land; na tleh, on the ground; doli, down; lower; new arrivals?].
Aztecs' mythical original home was supposedly an island called Aztlan. It could have been one of the
Japanese islands where the Ainu spoke a language related to Wendish. In Nahuatl, Aztlan means “the
land of the white heron”. It contains the intriguing syllable “tla/tlan” which in ancient Wendish
seemingly did not only refer to “tla”, the ground, the soil, but also to a country. This word occurs in
several American native languages as well. I suspect that the German and English words “land” are
also derived from this ancient Wendish “tlan”.
One Aztec omen of the Spanish conquest was a major eruption of their volcano Popocateptl. Most
likely, this is another typically descriptive Wendish word for an active volcano. I suspect that it was
originally poka ko trepeta, it rumbles (makes explosive noise) as it trembles.
A favourite Aztec snack is called tamales, likely related to the Wendish ta mala, the small one; ta
malca, the small snack. Their diet was mainly vegetarian, based on corn. They were a settled,
agricultural people.

Names of Aztec cities also seem to have Wendish roots. Their town, Tlaxcala, - pronounced
Tlashkala or Tlaskala - could have been built on rocky ground [tla, ground; skala, rock; skalna,
rocky].
The Aztec capital city, Teotitlan may have been called originally "ta otok tlan" [ta, the; otok, island;
tlan/tla, ground, i.e. the island land]. This capital of the Aztec empire was built on an island, in the
present location of the Mexico City.
The ta in the name of the Tarascans, their enemies, may also be the same Wendish definite article, ta,
the. The term Zapotec also sounds very familiar to a Wendish ear, perhaps za potok, (those) beyond
the river.
A few further Wendish Aztec cognates - which I noticed in various articles dealing with Aztecs, most of
them published in the Ancient American magazine - are:
tlalli, ground, soil, earth [tla, ground, earth, soil; floor]
tlalkoyoti, koyoti that hide underground or in caves
tetla, stony ground [r is often softened to l: trda, hard, solid; tla, ground]
tletl, a fire [tleti, to burn slowly]
toka, to bury, to plant [wtika, to stick into something; also: to stick a seed or plant into the ground]
miztli, a cat [mutsa, a cat]
cueitl, a woman's skirt [kikla, skirt]
mola, to grind up [molnar/mlinar, a miller; mlet, to grind]
teo/deocally, temple, church

[deu/deus/zeus; dev, god; dewa, goddess]

tepehua [letter “hu” in Aztec is pronounced as “w”: tepewa], to conquer, to beat [tepewa se, we
fight (dual); tepen, beaten]
tlahtoque, noble [zhlahten, noble]
auh, also, and [This word must have existed in some northern Wendish dialects, as it was later
incorporated into the German language as auch, also. It exists also in the Algonquian Lenape native
language with this same meaning.]
can? where? [kam?, where to?]
chia, to wait [chakai, wait; chaka, he/she/it is waiting]
ishnati, to know

[znati, to know]

meztli, month, moon [mestsi, months; mesets, moon] This indicates that Wendish terminology had
influenced both the military profession and the astronomy in Central America.
petlati, a bed [postlati; to make a bed; postla, a bed. The unstressed s sound in Wendish words was
frequently left out by foreigners learning Wendish – by Romans, American natives and by Asians
settling in Japan.]
ye, is [ye, is]
ti, you [ti, you]
Again, I leave it to others to study carefully dictionaries of various central American languages to
determine how many further Wendish words are retained in them, and whether the Classical Nahuatl
has a larger Wendish vocabulary than other languages spoken in the Aztec Empire.
Aztec Society and Culture
Aztecs had created a well organized, yet decentralized empire, similar to those of ancient Babylonians
and Persians, in which Wendish dialects were also the official language. Aztecs had built their capital
city on an island, with beautiful and solidly built stone structures, including pyramidical temples. At
home, they constructed sturdy 45 feet wide causeways and solid roads throughout their empire. These
roads reached from the Gulf to the Pacific coasts and south to Guatemala, and were provided with
resting places every 2 miles. Mail was delivered faster in Aztec times than it is today.
Their aqueducts were sophisticated structures extending some 30 miles, providing fresh water from the
mainland springs to their island homes, their public baths, fountains and gardens, and irrigation for
their cultivated gardens and fields on the mainland. They created hundreds of artificial floating islands
to satisfy their capital's growing demand for food supplies. Their capital grew to a size unheard of in
contemporary Europe, with more than 200,000 inhabitants. The entire population of their empire was
25 million. Rome, for example, had in the Middle Ages only some 12,000 inhabitants left, mostly new
settlers among the ruins of ancient Rome.
Because their empire was decentralized, local governments and local cultures in the annexed territories
were allowed to flourish. Aztecs policies were similar to those of Babylonians who allowed the exiled
Jews in Babylon to have their own Hebrew universities, businesses and religious institutions. In return,
the Aztec army protected their territories for a set amount of taxes, as was the policy of the other
mentioned empires. The payment of this tax, as well as the promised share of Aztecs' riches, was
eventually the reason many provinces of the Aztec Empire joined the Conquistadors in their attack on
Aztecs' capital, and its total destruction.
Aztecs wrote thousands of books on various subjects. As a millennium earlier in Europe, their “pagan”
books were burned en masse by their supposedly “culturally superior”, but mostly illiterate Christian
invaders. Only a handful of those thousands of Aztec books, and their inscriptions on monuments,
survived their Christian occupation. Stunningly beautiful Aztec art, much of it wrought in gold and
silver, was also almost totally destroyed within a few decades, melted to produce gold and silver coins
for the greedy Christians.
This was happening at the time when in Europe countless “witches, wizards and non-believers” were

tortured and burned to death. Over 3 million innocents perished during the inquisition alone. An even
larger number was murdered during forced baptisms, pagan uprisings and brutal Christian crusading
wars, taking place in central and northern Europe up into the mid-18th century. The magnitude of this
slaughter becomes obvious only when one bears in mind that these massacres occurred before the
recent explosion of world's population, at the time when entire Great Britain had only 3 million
inhabitants.
Aztecs had created beautiful cities with larger populations than any city in contemporary Europe. And
they lived under more hygienic conditions than Christians in Europe. As a result, they did not suffer
from any of the diseases endemic in Christian countries, to which Europeans had gradually become
more resistant. Unfortunately, Aztecs' advanced culture and hygienic lifestyle proved deadly to them.
Over 90% of Aztecs, some 20 million, succumbed to European diseases within the first generation of
Christians' arrival.
The architecture of Aztec towns was as highly evolved as that of Etruscans and later Romans, and
superior to that of mediaeval Europe. Their cities were also larger. Even their educational system
surpassed by far that of 15th century Europe. School attendance was obligatory for all Aztec children,
regardless of their social standing or gender - even for children of slaves. They had to attend them part
time from the age of 5 to 15. From that age on, higher education was full time.
They had a variety of schools at an advanced level, preparing children for future work in agriculture,
trades and various professions, as well as in their Empire's administration, military and priesthood.
They also had medical, architectural, engineering and pharmaceutical schools, and art schools for the
gifted. Those who were talented in art were transferred from regular schools to art schools where they
specialized as gold and silversmiths, painters or jewellers. Even their ball players were trained for fulltime performing positions. Some specialized in matchmaking and were also soothsayers, fortune
tellers. The expression of a couple “tying the knot” originated with Aztecs, who tied the bride's and
bridegroom's gowns at the end of the marriage ceremony.
In addition to being trained for a specialized profession, each Aztec child was taught proper behaviour.
There was hardly any crime in their society, because punishment was swift and deadly. However, their
society was an open society. Anyone talented and ambitious could join the upper class.
Aztec traders traded with cocoa beans, jaguar skins, precious metals and jewelry, etc.. Merchants
were as specialized as are our modern merchants. However, goods were bartered or paid with cocoa
beans. In their capital city, Teotitlan, some 60,000 people were buying and selling in its busy
marketplace.
Even their priests were specialized. All of them were religious leaders, but some were active in the
government, some were teachers, some kept records, some conducted religious ceremonies and
sacrifices.
Aztecs' medical profession and pharmacists were trained in schools. They produced some 1000
different medicines, healed diseases and wounds, set broken bones and offered dental care. Engineers
and architects were also trained in schools. They built homes, public buildings, palaces, pyramids,
temples, as well as floating gardens for farmers.
In Christian Europe, we reached that level of education only quite recently. The first public schools for
all children - not only for the offspring of leading elites - were introduced by the Habsburg empress

Maria Theresia in her empire as late as the latter half of the 18th century. In other European countries
they appeared even later.
Arrival of Wends in Mesoamerica
We can only guess how and when Wends had arrived in Central America. Their warriors and civil
servants' tunics remind one of the Roman legionnaires' outfits. Therefore, they may have been early
refugees from early Roman aggression. Considering their high engineering and architectural skills, they
could have been Etruscans or the Galati from the Middle East, Northern Africa or Spain. They could
have decided to leave war-ridden areas at home between the 6th and 2nd century AD, during the
Etruscan, or later Carthaginian and post-Carthaginian wars.
They could have crossed the Atlantic from Northern Africa, via Cape Verde islands and the equatorial
current to the Gulf of Mexico. That was the route known to Wends at least as far back as the Megalithic
times and the Bronze Age. At that time, they were likely involved in trading and mining copper in Lake
Superior and transporting it via the Mississippi river. But it is equally possible that they followed the
North American coast from Japan or, during the warm climate in the 2nd millennium BC, the northern
route via Greenland.
Even prior to that, Wends had used the antarctic and the equatorial current from the Middle East or
India to America's west coast. For example, the Wendish god of fire, Ogni [ogni, fires; ogen, fire], was
venerated by ancient Hawaians. From there, America's west coast was reached easily, as described in
some native legends. America's central and southern west coasts could be reached also via Madagascar,
Australia or New Zealand. There, the Maori preserved legends of blond “angel-like people” arriving on
their shores in rowing boats, replenishing their provisions and continuing on their way eastward.
Hans Giffhorn, in his Wurde Amerika in der Antike entdeckt? Karthager, Kelten und das Rätsel der
Chachapoya, (published in English as Was America Discovered in Ancient Times?. C. H. Beck, 2013)
gives further information on the Chachapoya and their genetic makeup.
Reasons for the Defeat of the Aztecs
Aztecs were defeated partly because the invaders had guns and horses, partly because Conquistadors
were supported by a vast number of native tribes of the Aztec empire, eager to gain a part of the rich
booty available to them upon Aztecs' defeat. However, the main reason for their total defeat was their
traditional cleanliness - also a Wendish characteristic, praised by Caesar - which made them highly
vulnerable to the many diseases to which European Christians had already become partially immune.
Aztecs had sauna baths in each home - similar to those of the aristocracy of the late Roman Empire while none were allowed to Christians. One example from the 16th century: In Wendish Carinthia, the
Church had introduced drastic punishments for anyone who continued to use his sauna, traditionally an
integral part of each Wendish home. Aztecs, having kept such high hygienic standards, had no
immunity to these new European diseases. As a consequence, over 90 % of them succumbed to them in
the first few years of the Christians' arrival.
A short Historic Outline of the Fall of the Aztec Empire
(After the arrival of Hernando Cortes until the fall of Tenochtitlán.)
Chronic of Events:

1519 (March 4): The Spaniards land in what is now Veracruz. The natives greet him with gifts. A
contingent from Tenochtitlán also arrives with gifts. Cortes showed force and demonstrated his
canons, terrifying the messengers.
Cortes sinks all the ships except one small vessel, and moves to the city-state of Tlaxcala.
They begin on friendly terms.
The Spanish went on to Cholula. It's unclear what happened, but in the end many people in the
city were killed by the Spanish. For further detail reported in the Biography of Hernando
Cortes.
1519 (Nov 8): Cortes and army arrives at Tenochtitlán, and begin on good terms. However, Cortes
takes charge and demands tribute and some Roman Catholic shrines to replace the Aztec gods.
Cortes returns to the coast to defeat a rival Spanish army. The remaining soldiers join him.
The Aztecs revolt, driving the Spanish from the city. Cuitláhuac becomes emperor.
The Spanish go to Tlaxcala and make an alliance with them. Most Aztec cities are conquered,
and a siege of Tenochtitlán begins.
1521 (13 August): The last Aztec emperor, Cuauhtémoc, surrenders to Cortes.

Falsification of History – Demonization of the Defeated Party
To ease their feelings of guilt, to clear their conscience, to whitewash their criminal activities and
protect their reputation, Christian governments, their Church and their historians, habitually
misrepresented and falsified historic facts. In addition, they demonized those they had attacked,
converted with force, robbed and defeated. Aztecs were treated by them no differently than their pagan
Wendish relations in Europe and elsewhere in the preceding millennium.
We know that Aztecs had created a well organized, culturally, socially and scientifically progressive
empire. In our history books they are described as a primitive, bloodthirsty barbaric people, a society in
which hundreds of prisoners of war, as well as some of their own members, including children, were
sacrificed to their gods in a most cruel fashion. Oddly, although archaeologists have been digging up
every corner of their Empire, hoping to come across further treasures of gold, so far, not a single mass
grave has been discovered. That makes one wonder about the accuracy of our historic sources with
regard to Aztecs.
We know that even in our own times, the habits of conquerors of demonizing those they had defeated is
as much in vogue as it has been throughout the last 3 thousand years of recorded history - in Europe,
the Middle East and in America. Therefore, we must question everything presented to us as proven
historic facts, unless supported by reliable evidence.
A perfect example of an outright genocidal distortion of a people's history is the deliberate falsification
of our own Wendish history. Consider how Wends, another once great, civilized, ancient and
prosperous people, founders of several outstanding civilizations in various parts of our globe over
many millennia, have been demonized by the Christian Church and by Islam.
They had reinvented and reincarnated the ancient, once mighty Wends, as a primitive population, a
very minor member of the east-European Slavic community, arrived on the stage of history only after
the fall of the Roman empire. They are presented by their enemies, their neighbours - who have over
the last 2 millennia robbed Wends of almost all their traditional lands - as newcomers, without a

historical or cultural background. In the last few hundred years they have even succeeded with falsified
facts to persuade Wendish scholars to transform their unique ancient language into just another recently
evolved Slavic language.
Official Distortion and Falsification of History by American Isolationist historians
Another example of a falsified history are positions taken by the official historians on American
natives. In America, the struggle between the two views of their pre-Columbian history, that of the socalled “Diffusionists” and the “Isolationists”, continues.
The facts-collecting “Diffusionists”, proving that native American cultures have been from the very
beginning influenced by cultures from various other continents, supported by my own findings are still
ignored by most official historians. They are confronted by the official, politically correct, unscientific,
“Isolationists” historians, who have not hesitated to resort to a criminal destruction or the removal of all
evidence that contradicts their position, which they could lay their hands on. The other tool they use is
to declare unwanted archaeological evidence as faked, or as imported from abroad.
For example, Isolationists have removed an Aztec fresco from public viewing, on which a young blond
white man is shown as being sacrificed by dark- skinned priests. It was returned to the exhibition a
little later, with the blond hair painted over with dark colours. [Insert here the photo of the
unadulterated fresco in the Ancient American magazine. Call Wayne for a copy.] By the way, Aztecs, as
many other pagan tribes - including ancient Egyptians - seemed to have sacrificed to their gods only
volunteers. From among them, they seem to have chosen the best looking members of their ruling elites
as worthy of being sacrificed to their gods. In Ancient Egypt, they preferred red-haired men as
offerings. In the Aztec empire they may have chosen their blond noblemen, regarding them as most
worthy.
Christian governments and their historians tried to ensure that no one would ever be able to confront
them with, and prove, the vicious crimes they had committed against pagan Americans and Europeans.
These crimes were carried out by them in order to enlarge and enrich their own Christian Empire and
their Church by robbing their adversaries of their political and religious freedoms, their gold and other
possessions, and their vast territories.
No doubt, Spanish conquistadors had demonized the Aztecs for the same reason - and historians
continue to do so until today - in order to whitewash the fact that they were killing the Aztec military
and civil population, destroying their cities, their art and literature, wiping out the last traces of their
superb engineering achievements, their culture, as well as their religion - to get their hands on their
gold, their land and their riches.
I must remind all those who regard Aztecs as primitive, because they have been accused by historians
of at times sacrificing a few hundred prisoners of war to their gods, that these accusations have, in fact,
not been confirmed by archaeological excavations. No mass graves have ever been found on the
territories of the Aztec Empire. Even if they had acted as accused, they were certainly more humane
than were our recent German relations during Hitler's war, or our eastern and western allies even after
WWII had ended. Collectively, as we now know, they have executed at least 4 million ordinary
prisoners of war, accused of no specific war crimes. And these murders do not include the millions of
entire families tortured and killed by Soviet communists in the Soviet Union, and their puppet
governments elsewhere - before and after WW2.

Aztecs used to sedate their sacrificial victims with alcohol and cocaine. Today, we bomb cities and
destroy millions of homes, and kill our victims in the Middle East, and elsewhere, indiscriminately. We
kill, en masse, mostly civilians of all ages, and bomb out their homes, with any available weapon our
talented and imaginative scientists have so far managed to invent. We never try to reduce these mostly
innocent victims' pain and trauma.

End of Aztec

WENDISH IN QUECHI, the official language of the Inca Empire of South America.
Wendish cognates in the Inca Quechua language
According to Wikipedia, Quechua is an Amerind language with about 8 million speakers in Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador,
Colombia and Argentina. Quechua was the language of the Inca empire which was destroyed by the Spanish in the 16th
century. Southern Quechua or Quechua II C, is spoken in Bolivia, southern Peru, Chile, and Argentina. The most widely
spoken varieties are South Bolivian, Cuzco, Ayacucho, and Puno (Collao).
Quechua has been spoken in Perú since it became the unifying language of the Inca Empire 600 years ago. ... Has it
anything to do with the Chichapoyas?

I mention here the few Wendish related words in Kwetchi I happened to have come across in an
unrelated text:
Kwetchi:

Wendish:

pek, stone, rock

[pech, stone, rock]

xul (pronounced zhul), animal [zhual/zhwal, animal]
[Note: The sound r is often substituted with l, particularly in Asian languages mixed with Wendish,
e.g.,in Japanese, American Algonquian native languages, etc. Even in Latin, Wendish tla, soil, earth,
ground, the original l had turned into an r, and became terra, earth] Thus:
xolol (pron. zholol), throat

[zhrelo, throat]

mem, mute

[nem, mute, deaf]

patux (pr. patuch), duck

[ptich, bird]

It seems that Wends had their fingers even in the famous Inca civilization in South America. The whiteskinned and red-haired Chachapoya Indians of western Andes highlands, whose DNA is related to the
coastal population of northern Spain and Ireland, may have spoken a Wendish dialect. However, I have
not yet come across any research into their original language.
Because Chachapoyas were famous warriors, forming even the Inca Emperors' body guards, after their
defeat and incorporation into the Inca Empire, the poy in their name could very well be Wendish boy,
battle, fight. Much other information on Chachapoyas was published in 2014 in Hans Giffhorn's book
Was America Discovered in Ancient Times? It was first published in German as Wurde Amerika in der
Antike entdeckt? Karthager, Kelten und das Rätzel der Chachapoya.

Also the term Zapotec sounds Wendish [za, beyond; potec, small path, road; potok, brook, river] and
their culture and language is, therefore, worth exploring.
The Zapotecs (Zoogocho Zapotec: Didxazhon), consist of 4 basic groups. Their population of 800,000
to 1 million, is concentrated in the southern state of Oaxaca, with some communities in neighbouring
states.
The pre-Columbian Zapotec civilization was one of the highly developed cultures of Mesoamerica,
with a system of writing. Many have recently migrated and maintain their own social organizations in
the Los Angeles and Central Valley areas of California.
The name Zapotec is an exonym, derived from Nahuatl tzapotecah (plural), tzapotecatl (singular),
which means “Inhabitants of the place called Sapote”, pronounced Zapote [zapotie, road junction;
pot, road, path]. They refer to themselves today by this name. Zapotecs call themselves, as do many
other ethnic groups, the people, Be'ena'a in their language. Considering that B and V/W sounds are
interchangeable, this name may be derived from Wen(d)i or from Vani mentioned in Scandinavian
sagas.
Zapotec Civilization
They came to Oaxaca from the north about 1,000 BC and eventually became the predominant ethnic
group without displacing the original population. Their most renowned cities were Monte Albán and
Mitla.
Their are 60 variants of the Zapotecan language which is also closely related to the Chatino languages.
Some of their ancient beliefs and practices survive, as the burieal of the dead with valuables. A secular
priest, Juan Díaz, was killed by them for having “overthrown their idols”.
Zapotec Women
Unlike the Christian system which favoured men over women, complementarity shaped Mixtec and
Zapotec gender roles. Sexes and gender roles complemented each other in indigenous cultures,
opposed to one dominating the other. As in all other Wendish societies, women participated also in the
judicial and religious systems. Their purity, their childbearing and rearing was valued. However, in
dating and marriage, women are free to choose romantic partners.
Once, during agriculturally dominant times, ploughing, planting and harvesting were carried out by
men, though women helped with weeding, and supplied male workers with food. Women were
weavers, producing families with clothing and other textiles, and were involved in trade. Even today
the Teotitla's textile industry is flourishing, as is pottery and rug making. However, women's role has
deteriorated since Aztecs had lost their independence and acquired Christian values.

===
My surviving aunt, and her co-prisoners, were watching, terrified, these truly barbaric activities up until
April of 1945, peaking each third week. How many young Russians, who were only trying to escape
from the Soviet terror, the holocaust perpetrated by the Soviet communist national minority on the
Russians and Ukrainian majority populations, were gassed in this camp alone? (See Solzhenizyn and
Canadian CSIS archives of 1974/75/76 re Trudeau, Bilson and Family) And how many such camps
were there in Germany? There were thousands of survivors even in Auschwitz, but there were no
survivors from these prisoners of war camps. Yet, no one seems to care what happened to them. No
films are made about these young men and boys, no books describe their plight, no monuments are
erected to remind mankind that wars ought not to be ever regarded as acceptable means, “as the last
resort”, in solving international problems.
And we dare to accuse Aztecs of primitive behaviour when they sacrificed to their gods in wartime a
few hundred prisoners of war! We also conveniently leave out of our history books the fact that the
civilized Romans, of whom we are so proud, practised on special occasions human sacrifice up until
about 80 B.C.
Ironically, the prisoners of war of the western allies were treated by the Nazis strictly according to the
Geneva Conventions, signed by their governments prior to the war. They received from the Red Cross
and from their relations back home food parcels, books, newspapers, and anything else they wanted.
Even pretty prostitutes were provided for them, as I myself noticed when once picking strawberries
with my schoolmates and our teachers in the vicinity of one of British prisoners of war camps.
Surprisingly, there are also no films made and books advertised which describe the truly heroic acts of
some German soldiers who preferred death to committing war crimes. I myself know of one such
young German soldier. He preferred to join the line of young Wendish men and women, one of whom
he was ordered to shoot. He was shot with them, in public, in the city of Marburg an der Drau, because
he had disobeyed even his officer's third order to shoot the young woman lined up in front of him. He
told his officer clearly, heard by witnesses who were forced to watch the execution as a deterrent, that
he was not trained to kill women and would rather die than carry out a criminal order. How proud
would have been his parents and friends if a book or a film had made his heroism public letting them
know how he had died. And what incentive that would be for further generations to act responsibly,
even if having to sacrifice one's life. He was a hero, like Snowden today, and was rewarded for his
heroism with instant execution, as a traitor, as Snowden is accused and threatened by another fascist
USA government, that of today's USA.
I got the information about the Ravensbrueck camp directly from my own aunt, an Aryan Austrian, a
reliable witness, with three pre-WW1 degrees in sciences. She was a political prisoner, first in
Bavarian Dachau and, in 1942, she was transferred to the women's concentration camp in
Ravensbrueck, north of Berlin. She remained there until the end of the war. Unlike her Jewish coprisoners, she, and other non-Jewish prisoners, were not given a chance to emigrate to avoid
imprisonment. The Archbishop of Munich – never contradicted - who spent the war years imprisoned
in Dachau, describes in his reminiscences how each Jewish newcomer to Dachau was given such a
choice, of either emigrating or being detained in a concentration camp.
These genocides were carried out by a small power-hungry military elite, closely allied with the church.
A church, promoting a new religion, preaching obedience to an all-seeing, authoritarian Semitic tribal
god and, above all, to his representatives on earth, Christian governments, guided and controlled by the

Vatican. Thus they ruled Europe and were determined to create and rule a new Empire, first in Europe,
extending it later to other continents.
This first vision of their global empire was to have been created under the guise of establishing and
protecting the rule of “the one and only” biblical god in Wendish pagan territories – first in Europe,
later in America and elsewhere. American and the French revolutions interrupted their plans of
enslaving the entire world by awakening nationalism. The new generation of globalizers tried to reach
their goals by using other tactics. First, they tried to succeed by introducing a new ideology, replacing
the role played by the then rather disgraced Christianity during Europe's “Age of Enlightenment” with
the communist-Marxist ideology, in order to destroy all the newly created nationalist states by
demonizing nationalism and by destroying ethnic communists either by genocide – as in Russia- or by
cunningly introducing a forced multiculture on all surviving ethnically compact countries/
communities. Nationalist states are their main obstacle to achieving globalizers' millennia old goal of
creating a global empire ruled solely by them, benefiting solely their own tribes and their recent allies,
the comparatively new, Christian nobility, with whom they had intermarried already during the Middle
Ages and the nouveaux riche, whose enormous wealth was acquired during the Industrial age and the
formation of international corporations.
When that was only partially successful, they replaced their communist indoctrination with that of a
supposed democracy, which appealed to all freedom-loving men and women and kept them satisfied.
All the while they were secretly working hand in hand with remaining leading communists towards the
establishment of their vision of global rule. These former communists, Maoists, and their children are
today by them chosen, promoted by their media and appointed as leading EU Eurocrats, leaders of
various European and American “national” states and, ingeniously leaders of all their various parties.
American “national” leaders. capitalists, their free traders, capitalists, owners of their own powerful
international corporations, including international financial institutions. More recently, the New World
Order has reached the last stage in the realization of these elites's rule over their worldwide empire.
They have all but destroyed even the last tiny remnant of the once vast Wendish territories, and have
almost managed to destroy the last traces of their ancient language.
into Wendish territories in the Middle East, Northern Africa and Europe. theira world-wide dri
Wendish territories in the Middle East, Northern Africa and Europe. the entire population of Great
Britain amounted toAusmass into Wendish territories in the Middle East, Northern Africa and Europe.
is holocaust perpetrated by Christians on pagansThey were killed to protect the reputation of their one
and only god.
I have written the above paragraphs for two reasons. Firstly, to show how irresponsible our historians
are when describing and making judgements about other cultures, demonizing them while ignoring
even worse crimes committed by their own governments and people.
I wrote down these paragraphs also to ensure that at least some of my personal knowledge about WW2
will not be lost when I die.

....
Add also the information on panther veneration in the most recent Ancient American.
...

Demonizing the Defeated
We should also remember that during and immediately after WW2, at least 4 million Russian and
German prisoners of war were executed by Germans, Soviets and Western Allies. It seems that Aztecs
had sacrificed only a few, and not the hundreds of prisoners of war that Spanish conquistadors had
accused them of having sacrificed. Proof: No mass graves have ever been found on Azteks' territories,
although archaeologists have carefully looked at, or excavated, almost every inch of their empire.
Spanish conquistadors demonized those they were destroying to get at their gold. However, killings in
our times are carried out in a truly barbaric and sadistic fashion.
Aztecs' barbarity and our own, includes my comments on WW2
Aztec brutality compared to our own
I must also remind all those who regard Aztecs as primitive, because they had at times sacrificed a few
hundreds of their prisoners of war to their gods, that they were certainly more humane than our recent
German relations during Hitler's war, as well as our eastern and western allies even after the war had
ended. Among them, western allies, Soviets, and Germans, they had executed, not counting those killed
by Soviets after the WW2, at least 4 million ordinary prisoner's of war, accused of no specific war
crimes. They did not even claim that they had sacrificed them to their God – it was pure murder.
I got the description of one of these extermination camps from my own aunt who, together with all her
co-prisoners, had watched the happenings in this Russian prisoners of war camp, which was within full
sight of her own women's camp in Ravensbrück, north of Berlin.
She assured me that prisoners in her own camp – today called the “deadliest” German concentration
camp – was “a holiday resort” compared with the prisoners of war camp next door. She had been
watching this camp from her arrival in 1942 until the end of the war, three and a half years later. Every
third week cattle wagons filled with young Russian men arrived in the camp, until the camp was full to
overflowing. 3 weeks later not a soul was left alive and a new load of war prisoners was brought in by
train, and the process was repeated every 3 weeks.
Unfortunately, my second aunt died in the concentration camp during the last week of the war. She was
imprisoned only for 6 months, but she did not survive because she was sent to the concentration camp
when the situation in them was rapidly deteriorating, lack of food was already evident, camp was
already overcrowded and diseases were rampant due to the transfers from camps vacated before the
advancing Red Army on the eastern front. She had not enough time to gradually adjust to these critical
conditions, as her sister could in Ravensbrück.
Thousands of women in Ravensbrueck who had arrived in good health, if they were able and willing to
work, if they were strictly obeying all the rules set by the administration of the camp - and were strong
enough to deal with the problems of starvation and diseases caused during the last few months of war
by diseases caused by overcrowding and destruction by western Allies of transportation routes for food
supplies - have survived. My aunt that survived Dachau and Ravensbrück was led to work in the
factory by her friends during her three bouts of typhus and typhoid fever, while hallucinating. They sat
her on a chair in a corner of their work place in the factory, and led her back to their camp after their

shift was over. She refused to report sick. Everyone knew that few survived a stay at the camp's
hospital, where no time was spent on those who had no chance of regaining their ability to work, and
experiments were made on those who had breached the camps' rules and regulations.
However, not one of those young Russian prisoners of war lived for more than 3 weeks. Where are
their memorials? Were are restitutions paid by Germans to the Russian survivors and the families who
lost their sons? Where are free gifts of boats, nuclear submarines, etc. from German taxpayers to the
Russian government? When will Russia be given by the German government the status of a friend and
an assurance of eternal German friendship and protection of the Russian state when endangered?
There is another disturbing fact: no one seems to have immortalized in one single film, TV series or
even a book, the suffering and the planned genocide under the foreign Soviet government of the
indigenous Russian and Ukrainian population. Nor the killing of millions of Russian soldiers in
German concentration camps.
I have recently acquired a book written by an Archbishop of Munich (find name and title of book) who
had spent many years as a prisoner in Dachau. In it, he describes how every Jewish prisoner, on his
arrival, was given a choice of remaining in the camp or, if he preferred, emigrating. My aunts, Austrian
citizens, and other political prisoners from various European countries, were not given such a privilege.
My surviving aunt, and her Jewish co-prisoners, were watching, terrified, these truly barbaric activities
up until April of 1945: the arrival of cattle wagons packed with young Russian soldiers, filling their
camp to the brim and being empty again 3 weeks later, awaiting a new load?? of victims. How many
young Russians, who were only trying to escape from the Soviet terror, were gassed in this camp
alone? (See Solzhenizyn and Canadian CSIS archives of 1974/75/76 re Trudeau, Bilson and family)
And how many such camps were there in Germany? There were thousands of survivors even in
Auschwitz, but there were no survivors from these prisoners of war camps. Yet, no one seems to care
what happened to them. No films are made about these young men and boys, no books describe their
plight, no monuments are erected to remind mankind that wars ought not to be ever regarded as
acceptable means, “as the last resort”, in solving international political problems.
And we dare to accuse Aztecs of primitive behaviour when they sacrificed to their gods in wartime a
few hundred prisoners of war! If they did! We also conveniently leave out of our history books the fact
that the civilized Romans, of whom we are so proud, practised on special occasions human sacrifice up
until about 80 B.C.
Ironically, the prisoners of war of the western allies were treated by the Nazis strictly according to the
Geneva Conventions, signed by their governments prior to the war. They received from the Red Cross
and from their relations back home food parcels, books, newspapers, and anything else they wanted.
Even pretty prostitutes were provided for them by the German government, and gladly used, as I
myself noticed when picking strawberries with my schoolmates and our teachers in the vicinity of one
of the British prisoners of war camps.
Surprisingly, there are also no films made and books advertised which describe the truly heroic acts of
some German soldiers who preferred death to committing war crimes. I myself know of one such
young German soldier. He preferred to join the line of young Wendish men and women, one of whom
he was ordered to shoot. He was shot with them, in public, in the city of Marburg an der Drau, today's
Maribor, because he had disobeyed even his officer's third order to shoot the young woman lined up in
front of him. He told his officer clearly, heard by witnesses who were forced to watch the execution as

a deterrent, that he was not trained to kill women and would rather die than carry out a criminal order.
How proud would have been his parents and friends if a book or a film had made his heroism public
after the end of the war, letting them know how he had died. And what incentive that would be for
further generations to act responsibly, even if having to sacrifice one's life. He was a hero, as Snowden
and Manley are today. And he was rewarded for his heroism with instant execution, as a traitor, exactly
as the honest and courageous Snowden is accused and threatened today by another fascist government,
that of the USA.
I got the information about the Ravensbrück concentration camp directly from my own aunt, a Wendish
Austrian, a reliable witness, with three pre-WW1 degrees and doctorates in sciences. She was a
political prisoner, first in the Bavarian Dachau. She was transferred to the women's concentration camp
in Ravensbrück in 1942, north of Berlin. She remained there until the end of the war. Unlike her Jewish
co-prisoners, she, and other non-Jewish prisoners, were not given a chance to emigrate to avoid
imprisonment. The Archbishop of Munich – never contradicted - who spent the war years imprisoned
in Dachau, describes in his reminiscences how each Jewish newcomer to Dachau was given such a
choice, of either emigrating or being detained in a concentration camp.
I have written the above paragraphs for two reasons. Firstly, to show how irresponsible our historians
are when describing and making judgements about other cultures, past or present, demonizing them
while ignoring even worse crimes committed by their own governments and people.
I wrote down these paragraphs also to ensure that at least some of my personal knowledge about WW2
will not be lost when I die.
Globalization
These genocides were carried out by a small power-hungry military elite, closely allied with the church.
A church, promoting a new religion, preaching obedience to an all-seeing, authoritarian Semitic tribal
god and, above all, to his representatives on earth, Christian governments, guided and controlled by the
Vatican. Thus they ruled Europe and were determined to create and rule a new Empire, first in Europe,
extending it later to other continents.
This first vision of their global empire was to have been created under the guise of establishing and
protecting the rule of “the one and only” biblical god in Wendish pagan territories – first in Europe,
later in America and elsewhere. American and the French revolutions interrupted their plans of
enslaving the entire world by awakening nationalism. The new generation of globalizers tried to reach
their goals by using other tactics. First, they tried to succeed by introducing a new ideology, replacing
the role played by the then rather disgraced Christianity during Europe's “Age of Enlightenment” with
the communist-Marxist ideology, in order to destroy all the newly created nationalist states by
demonizing nationalism and by destroying ethnic communists either by genocide – as in Russia- or by
cunningly introducing a forced multiculture on all surviving ethnically compact countries/
communities. Nationalist states are their main obstacle to achieving globalizers' millennia old goal of
creating a global empire ruled solely by them, benefiting solely their own tribes and their recent allies,
the comparatively new, Christian nobility, with whom they had intermarried already during the Middle
Ages and the nouveaux riche, whose enormous wealth was acquired during the Industrial age and the
formation of international corporations.

When that was only partially successful, they replaced their communist indoctrination with that of a
supposed democracy, which appealed to all freedom-loving men and women and kept them satisfied.
All the while they were secretly working hand in hand with remaining leading communists towards the
establishment of their vision of global rule. These former communists, Maoists, and their children are
today by them chosen, promoted by their media and appointed as leading EU Eurocrats, leaders of
various European and American “national” states and, ingeniously leaders of all their various parties.
American “national” leaders. capitalists, their free traders, capitalists, owners of their own powerful
international corporations, including international financial institutions. More recently, the New World
Order has reached the last stage in the realization of these elites's rule over their worldwide empire.
They have all but destroyed even the last tiny remnant of the once vast Wendish territories, and have
almost managed to destroy the last traces of their ancient language.
into Wendish territories in the Middle East, Northern Africa and Europe. theira world-wide dri
Wendish territories in the Middle East, Northern Africa and Europe. the entire population of Great
Britain amounted toAusmass into Wendish territories in the Middle East, Northern Africa and Europe.
is holocaust perpetrated by Christians on pagansThey were killed to protect the reputation of their one
and only god.

Vatican carrying out the desired globalization with the help of its church, gaining compliance and
support from all believers
Code: Wendish in Aztec.article.odt (5 pages)
WENDS AND WW2
Without bothering to look at historic facts, which would show them how wrong their historians'
assertions are, Germans have been priding themselves of being descendants of a warrior race. They
have also been stressing that Wends, throughout their supposedly short known history, were always a
subservient people, ruled by their Germanic masters, incapable of forming any sophisticated social
structures of their own.
Even events in the last century prove them wrong. Wendish men and women, members of a nation
reduced to fewer than 2 million people stood up against the mighty German army, as well as against
their fascist allies, Italy and Hungary, within days of being occupied by them. The only active uprising
on the entire Austrian territory against the Nazi occupation was organized and carried out until the end
of the war by the Austrian Wends, who were also giving shelter and protection to a large number of
Austrian Jews. The only reason Austria retained its pre-war borders unaltered, and did not have to pay
hefty war reparations as Germany has been paying until today, is due solely to this Wendish military
resistance movement on the ancient Austrian soil.
In “gratitude”, the Austrian government has in the period after WW2 almost wiped out their Wendish
population in Carinthia and Styria. Up to Charlemagne's time, both these Austrian provinces were
100% Wendish speaking territories. The province of Styria, from the Danube and Vienna to present
Slovenia was at that time called the “Wendisch Mark”, the Wendish March. Even as recently as in the

18th century Wendish had remained the language of the farming population in most of these areas and
most of their cities had remained bilingual.
Per capita loss of Wendish lives, due to WW2, is the highest of any nation involved in this war, even
higher than that of European Jews and Roma. Their genocide continued for almost another 50 years, up
to 1990, thanks to a large extent to the British collaboration with Tito's criminals, his communist coup
d'etat after WW2, and their generous financial support of Serbo-Croatian Communist Yugoslavia. The
courageous resistance of Wends in Austria, in Slovenia and Italy, was further “rewarded” by a large
chunk of their few remaining territories being gifted after WWII to the formerly fascist Italy, Hungary
and Croatia. Even their ancient possession, the Istra promontory, annexed to Croatia by Tito, remains
today in Croatian hands.

I must also remind all those who regard Aztecs as primitive, because they had at times sacrificed a few
hundreds of their prisoners of war to their gods, that they were certainly more humane than our recent
German relations during Hitler's war, as well as our eastern and western allies even after the war had
ended. Among them, western allies, Soviets, and Germans, they had executed, not counting those killed
by Soviets after the WW2, at least 4 million ordinary prisoner's of war, accused of no specific war
crimes. They did not even claim that they had sacrificed them to their God – it was pure murder.
I got the description of one of these extermination camps from my own aunt who, together with all her
co-prisoners, had watched the happenings in this Russian prisoners of war camp, which was within full
sight of her own women's camp in Ravensbrueck.
She assured me that prisoners in her own camp – today called the “deadliest” German concentration
camp – was “a holiday resort” compared with the prisoners of war camp next door. She had been
watching this camp from her arrival in 1942 until the end of the war, three and a half years later. Every
third week cattle wagons filled with young Russian men arrived in the camp, until the camp was full to
overflowing. 3 weeks later not a soul was left alive and a new load of war prisoners was brought in by
train, and the process was repeated every 3 weeks.
Unfortunately, my second aunt died in the concentration camp during the last week of the war. She was
imprisoned only for 6 months, but she did not survive because she was sent to the concentration camp
when the situation in them was rapidly deteriorating, lack of food was already evident, camp was
already overcrowded and diseases were rampant due to the transfers from camps vacated before the
advancing Red Army on the eastern front. She had not enough time to gradually adjust to these critical
conditions, as her sister could in Ravensbrueck.
Thousands of women in Ravensbrueck who had arrived in good health, if they were able and willing to
work, if they were strictly obeying all the rules set by the administration of the camp, and were strong
enough to deal with the problems of starvation and diseases caused during the last few months of war
through overcrowding and destruction of transportation routes for food supplies, have survived. My
aunt that survived was led to work in the factory by her friends during her three bouts of typhus and
typhoid fever, while hallucinating. They set/sat her on a chair in a corner of their work place in the

factory, and led her home after their shift was over. She refused to report sick. Everyone knew that few
survived a stay at the camp hospital. However, not one of those young Russian prisoners of war lived
for more than 3 weeks. Where are their memorials?
There is another fact that no one seems to have immortalized even in a single film or TV series. I have
recently acquired a book written by an Archbishop of Munich (find name and title of book) who had
spent many years as a prisoner in Dachau. In it, he describes how every Jew when arriving in the camp
was given a choice of remaining in the camp or, if he preferred, emigrating. My aunts and other
political prisoners were not given such a privilege.
My surviving aunt, and her co-prisoners, were watching, terrified, these truly barbaric activities up until
April of 1945, peaking each third week. How many young Russians, who were only trying to escape
from the Soviet terror, the holocaust perpetrated by the Soviet communist national minority on the
Russians and Ukrainian majority populations, were gassed in this camp alone? (See Solzhenizyn and
Canadian CSIS archives of 1974/75/76 re Trudeau, Bilson and Family) And how many such camps
were there in Germany? There were thousands of survivors even in Auschwitz, but there were no
survivors from these prisoners of war camps. Yet, no one seems to care what happened to them. No
films are made about these young men and boys, no books describe their plight, no monuments are
erected to remind mankind that wars ought not to be ever regarded as acceptable means, “as the last
resort”, in solving international problems.
And we dare to accuse Aztecs of primitive behaviour when they sacrificed to their gods in wartime a
few hundred prisoners of war! We also conveniently leave out of our history books the fact that the
civilized Romans, of whom we are so proud, practised on special occasions human sacrifice up until
about 80 B.C.
Ironically, the prisoners of war of the western allies were treated by the Nazis strictly according to the
Geneva Conventions, signed by their governments prior to the war. They received from the Red Cross
and from their relations back home food parcels, books, newspapers, and anything else they wanted.
Even pretty prostitutes were provided for them, as I myself noticed when once picking strawberries
with my schoolmates and our teachers in the vicinity of one of British prisoners of war camps.
Surprisingly, there are also no films made and books advertised which describe the truly heroic acts of
some German soldiers who preferred death to committing war crimes. I myself know of one such
young German soldier. He preferred to join the line of young Wendish men and women, one of whom
he was ordered to shoot. He was shot with them, in public, in the city of Marburg an der Drau, because
he had disobeyed even his officer's third order to shoot the young woman lined up in front of him. He
told his officer clearly, heard by witnesses who were forced to watch the execution as a deterrent, that
he was not trained to kill women and would rather die than carry out a criminal order. How proud
would have been his parents and friends if a book or a film had made his heroism public letting them
know how he had died. And what incentive that would be for further generations to act responsibly,
even if having to sacrifice one's life. He was a hero, like Snowden today, and was rewarded for his
heroism with instant execution, as a traitor, as Snowden is accused and threatened by another fascist
USA government, that of today's USA.
I got the information about the Ravensbrueck camp directly from my own aunt, an Aryan Austrian, a
reliable witness, with three pre-WW1 degrees in sciences. She was a political prisoner, first in
Bavarian Dachau and, in 1942, she was transferred to the women's concentration camp in
Ravensbrueck, north of Berlin. She remained there until the end of the war. Unlike her Jewish co-

prisoners, she, and other non-Jewish prisoners, were not given a chance to emigrate to avoid
imprisonment. The Archbishop of Munich – never contradicted - who spent the war years imprisoned
in Dachau, describes in his reminiscences how each Jewish newcomer to Dachau was given such a
choice, of either emigrating or being detained in a concentration camp.
I have written the above paragraphs for two reasons. Firstly, to show how irresponsible our historians
are when describing and making judgements about other cultures, demonizing them while ignoring
even worse crimes committed by their own governments and people. Aztecs had created a well
organized and socially responsible empire. They built their capital city, Tachoclican on an island, with
beautiful and solidly built structures and buildings. They irrigated their territories, assuring a high good
living standard for their subjects. They wrote thousands of books, which were burned en masse by their
“culturally superior”, but mostly illiterate Christian invaders.
Only a handful of thousands of Aztec books and inscriptions survived their Christian occupation, and
even these quite accidentally. And that was the time when thousands and thousands of “witches,
wizards and non-believers” were tortured or burned to death in Europe, actually over 3 million of them
during the inquisition alone. They were killed to protect the reputation of their one and only god.
Aztecs had at that time created beautiful cities with larger populations than any city in contemporary
Europe. And they lived under more hygienic conditions than did Europeans. As a result, they did not
suffer from any of the nasty diseases that Europeans had, caused by their primitive Christian lifestyles,
suffering from them generation after generation, eventually becoming resistant to them. Unfortunately,
Aztecs' advanced culture proved deadly to themselves. Over 90% of them succumbed to European
diseases within the first generation of Christian occupation. Stunningly beautiful Aztec art, much of it
wrought from gold and silver, was also almost totally destroyed within a few decades by the
newcomers, melted to produce gold and silver coins for the greedy Christians.
I wrote down these paragraphs also to ensure that at least some of my personal knowledge about WW2
will not be lost when I die.

My conclusions prove that one does not need a high-tech genetic knowledge to arrive at prehistoric
information. One can achieve the same results following simple linguistic evidence.
....
Add also the information on panther veneration in the most recent Ancient American.
...
Code: aztecs:atlatl.odt (4 pages)
THE COMMON DISTORTION OF HISTORIC FACTS BY OUR HISTORIANS,
employed by their leading secular and religious elites

Before I tackle the subject matter, Wendish in the language of the Aztecs, I wish to address those of you
who, indoctrinated by our imaginative historians' tales, regard Aztecs as primitive, cruel and sadistic,
because they at times sacrificed to their gods a few prisoners of war and, on special and troubling
occasions, even one of their own children.
Firstly, I wish to remind you that up to Cato's time, human sacrifice was practised also by Romans.
Secondly, and above all, I wish to draw your attention to our own behaviour at the present time, in the
20th and 21st centuries AD. We continue to watch calmly – a vast majority of us even enthusiastically
support this behaviour - how in wars started by Cheney, Bush, Blair and Co., in Afghanistan, Iraq,
Lybia, and many other places, sacrificing millions of civilian lives, including babies, children, women
and old people, in order to weaken states unwilling to become puppets of the USA governments. These
crimes are committed, and human lives sacrificed, not only to gain additional power over further
territories, but to obtain also an easier access to cheaper oil and other desirable goods.
Surely the innocent millions of victims of these “preemptive wars”, are victims of a much more
primitive people, whose murderers have a much less lofty reason than the Aztecs' sacrifices to gods.
Even if their conquerors are telling the truth about the number of those sacrificed – which is most
unlikely – actions of Aztecs seem to me by far more civilized than our present leaders. We know that
even in our own times, the habits of conquerors of demonizing the people they have
conquered/defeated is as much in vogue as it has been at leas throughout the last 3 thousand years of
human history. The example of the genocidal distortion of our own Wendish history proves that one
must not rely on official history when looking for facts.
German historians have called Wends an always “subservient” people, recent settlers in their present
homelands, having arrived only between the 6th and 10th century A.D. - supposedly with no history of
their own, having been unable to progress to a higher socially organized stage. So much unlike the
“heroic and civilized” Germanic tribes who, as their historians proudly proclaim, were skilled warriors
who have always ruled over the Wends.
Admittedly, German governments and their historians have vivid imaginations. This is just another
instance when they simply borrowed another Wendish characteristic, that of skilled and brave warriors,
to embellish the aura of their own rather ordinary ancestors.
As we know, the reality was different. As Caesar tells us, the small and the only “Germanic” tribe he
calls Nemeti, which he found settled among the numerous Celtic/Wendish tribes in the Rhine Valley, is
the Roman spelling of the Wendish name of this tribe, namely Nemti/ Nemtsi. That is the name for
Germans - as Wends used to call them then and continue to call them today. These “Germans” were
already in Caesar's times – as mentioned in De Bello Gallico - under the Wendish rule, and their king
had a Wendish name.
WENDS AND WW2
Without bothering to look at historic facts, which would show them how wrong their historians'
assertions are, Germans have been priding themselves of being descendants of a warrior race. They
have also been stressing that Wends, throughout their supposedly short known history, were always a
subservient people, ruled by their Germanic masters, incapable of forming any sophisticated social
structures of their own.

Even events in the last century prove them wrong. Wendish men and women, members of a nation
reduced to fewer than 2 million people stood up against the mighty German army, as well as against
their fascist allies, Italy and Hungary, within days of being occupied by them. The only active uprising
on the entire Austrian territory against the Nazi occupation was organized and carried out until the end
of the war by the Austrian Wends, who were also giving shelter and protection to a large number of
Austrian Jews. The only reason Austria retained its pre-war borders unaltered, and did not have to pay
hefty war reparations as Germany has been paying until today, is due solely to this Wendish military
resistance movement on the ancient Austrian soil. In gratitude, the Austrian government has in the
period after WW2 almost wiped out their Wendish population in Carinthia and Styria. Up to
Charlemagne's time, both these Austrian provinces were 100% Wendish speaking territories. The
province of Styria, from the Danube and Vienna to present Slovenia was at that time called the
Wendisch Mark, the Wendish March. Even in the 18th century Wendish had remained the language of
the farming population in most of these areas and most of their cities had remained bilingual.
Per capita loss of Wendish lives, due to WW2, is the highest of any nation involved in this war, even
higher than that of European Jews and Roma. Their genocide continued for almost another 50 years, up
to 1990, thanks to a large extent to the British collaboration with Tito's criminals, his coup d'etat after
the war, and their generous financial support of Serbo-Croatian Communist Yugoslavia. Their
courageous resistance was further rewarded by a large chunk of their remaining territories being gifted
after the Second World War to the formerly fascist Italy, Hungary and Croatia. Even their ancient
possession, the Istra promontory, annexed to Croatia by Tito, remains in Croatian hands.
...
I got the description of one of these extermination camps from my own aunt who, together
with all her co-prisoners, had watched the happenings in this Russian prisoners of war camp,
which was within full sight of her own women's camp in Ravensbrueck.
She assured me that prisoners in her own camp – today called the “deadliest” German
concentration camp – was “a holiday resort” compared with the prisoners of war camp
next door. She had been watching this camp from her arrival in 1942 until the end of
the war, three and a half years later. Every third week cattle wagons filled with young
Russian men arrived in the camp, until the camp was full to overflowing. 3 weeks later
not a soul was left alive and a new load of war prisoners was brought in by train, and
the process was repeated every 3 weeks.
Unfortunately, my second aunt died in the concentration camp during the last week of the war.
She was imprisoned only for 6 months, but she did not survive because she was sent
to the concentration camp when the situation in them was rapidly deteriorating, lack of
food was already evident, camp was already overcrowded and diseases were rampant
due to the transfers from camps vacated before the advancing Red Army on the
eastern front. She had not enough time to gradually adjust to these critical conditions,
as her sister could in Ravensbrueck.

Thousands of women in Ravensbrueck who had arrived in good health, if they were able and
willing to work, if they were strictly obeying all the rules set by the administration of the
camp, and were strong enough to deal with the problems of starvation and diseases
caused during the last few months of war through overcrowding and destruction of
transportation routes for food supplies, have survived. My aunt that survived was led to
work in the factory by her friends during her three bouts of typhus and typhoid fever,
while hallucinating. They set/sat her on a chair in a corner of their work place in the
factory, and led her home after their shift was over. She refused to report sick.
Everyone knew that few survived a stay at the camp hospital. However, not one of
those young Russian prisoners of war lived for more than 3 weeks. Where are their
memorials?
There is another fact that no one seems to have immortalized even in a single film or TV
series. I have recently acquired a book written by an Archbishop of Munich (find name and
title of book) who had spent many years as a prisoner in Dachau. In it, he describes how
every Jew when arriving in the camp was given a choice of remaining in the camp or, if he
preferred, emigrating. My aunts and other political prisoners were not given such a privilege.
I have also mentioned the substantial impact Wendish had on most Algonquian languages, two of
which I already had a chance to look at a little closer. I have collected long lists of Wendish cognates
occurring in the Algonquian Micmaq and Plains Cree languages. I will add them to my website as soon
as I find time to edit them. [Timothy, can you transfer them from my e-mails, sent by you to Glasilo in
2014, to my web-page? Or are they already on it?]
Another task I am leaving to others to complete is the locating/pinpointing of one particular native tribe
in the north-eastern Canada in whose language a petroglyph used to be called po pechi pissano,
writing on a rock/written on a rock. This Wendish phrase was used by a member of a local native tribe
who helped a French Jesuit draw the first map of Ontario in the 17th century. On this map, the location
of the famous Peterborough petroglyphs happens to be marked “pe pechi pissanega” - another
typically descriptive Wendish word. This “native” north-eastern American tribe obviously continued to
use even the elaborate Wendish grammatical declension forms/structures, pissanega being the genitive
form of the neutral verb pissano, writing/written.
This may indicate a comparatively recent arrival of a fair number of Wends in eastern North America.
Had they lived in America for thousands of years, intermarrying with other native tribes would have
changed their language substantially, as it had changed in Algonquian languages, perhaps since the
Bronze Age, when copper mining may have brought them to America. Most likely, this tribe were the
descendants of the Greenland Vikings who had sailed to America's eastern coast as recently as between
the 10th and the14th century AD. The DNA tests of the oldest Viking Greenland skeletons, excavated in
2015, showed that they were of Celtic, not Norse origin, therefore likely bilingual in Wendish and in
Norse, after Norway was Christianized by Franks. I hope that it was not one of those many “native”
tribes that had been wiped out of existence by wars with Christian settlers and their imported diseases.
The editor of the Ancient American magazine, Wayne May, promised to publish my appeal to his
contributors and readers, many of whom are native Americans, to help me pinpoint this elusive native

tribe whose vocabulary and grammatical structure in the 17th century Canada were identical to Wendish
spoken in Central Europe today.

Aztecs' “barbarity” compared with our own
Those of you who regard Aztecs as cruel and sadistic, because they at times sacrificed a few prisoners
of war to their gods and on special occasions even one of their own children, I want you to reflect
(1) on the fact that we conveniently forget that up to Cato's time, human sacrifice was practised
also by Romans, as well as Hebrews until comparatively recently. Murder of suspected
opposition candidates continues to be practised by Israel's Mossad, the CIA, with their
governments permission. Bush and Cheyney's retaliatory wars in the Middle East, and Obama's
drone killings, exceed in primitiveness anything done by previous rulers. And
(2) that our own - quite recent - behaviour compares even more poorly with that of Romans and
Aztecs.
Only a few years ago, Cheney, Bush, Blair and Co. - while we watched calmly and some even
supported their behaviour enthusiastically – sacrificed in pre-emptive wars more than a million
civilians, including babies and children. These massacres were carried out simply to weaken those few
remaining states in the Middle east, in which USA and Britain had not yet succeeded in establishing
puppet governments, and continued to be out of City of London bankers reach and control which would
give them easy access to cheaper oil and other resources in Iraq, Gadaffi's Libya, Afghanistan and
Syrian. These were surely much less lofty reasons for mass murder than Aztecs' occasional sacrifices to
their gods.
Atrocities we and our allies committed in our times during, and after, the First and Second World War
surpass all crimes ever committed by mankind.
-----------Also the term Zapotec sounds Wendish [za, beyond; potec, small path, road; potok, brook, river] and
their culture and language is, therefore, worth exploring.

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z6NIhn3qqyo Angela Merkel ist Jüdin !!!!
Beweisvideo.. - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1s_RnX7Ga8Q Angela Merkels
Tochter?! Annett Louisan
O kraljici Elizabeth https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OWhU_HkmjrQ

... Bilderbergers and their annual gathering in Austria last june. However these people are not the
global elite. 1000s flock every year to Bilderberger annual meetings to protest yet it is the non-public-

facing architects who seemingly avoid scrutiny and attention. We are talking the likes of the Circle of
the Initiates, the Nine Unknown Men, the Order of St John of Jerusalem, the order of the Trapezoid,
the Palladium, the Thule Society, Golden Dawn, British Quator Coronati, Committee of 300, Cultus
Diablocis and a host of other secret organizations who sit on the pyramid of power higher than the
Bilderbergers, Trilateral Commission, Council on Foreign Relations etc. In this DVD come face to
face with these secret power groups who are really secret because they are far removed from the
public eye and thus even more dangerous because the global elite want you to focus on their stage
actors and not these hidden esoteric power houses.

Precej boljšo razlago o Germanih najdete na spletni strani "Globalwends" (vesoljni, vseprisotni Slovenci)v tem
članku:http://www.globalwends.com/summer-2013.htmlBesedila na tej spletni strani so izjemno dobra in
sveža. Tako širokega vpogleda v našo preteklost ni napisal še nihče.Precej boljšo razlago o Germanih najdete
na spletni strani "Globalwends" (vesoljni, vseprisotni Slovenci)v tem članku:
http://www.globalwends.com/summer-2013.htmlBesedila na tej spletni strani so izjemno dobra in sveža. Tako
širokega vpogleda v našo preteklost ni napisal še nihče.
June 2/15: Tako je na primer za 100 evrov na evropskem trgu dostopna preiskava očetovstva iz vzorca brisa
ustne sluznice (z vatirano palčko podrgnjena notranja stran lic).Enako je s haploskupinami. Potrdijo ali ovržejo
lahko neko sklepanje. Sklepanje pa seveda nikakor ne izvira iz preiskave dedne snovi, ampak iz JEZIKA. Dedna
snov je meso, JEZIK pa je duša.In spoznanja, do katerih se je dokopala globoko spoštovana gospa Mila Deacon
iz Kanade in jih je objavila na spletni strani "www.globalwends.com" so tak temelj. Slovenci smo med vsemi
najbolj močno ohranili jezik predledenodobne kulture v Evropi.
Nov. 27/14: Mnogi med nami zmotno mislijo, da je krščanstvo (Rim) prineslo omiko. V resnici pa je krščanstvo
satanistični kult smrti in klanja, mučenja ter križanja. Razliko med predrimskimi (slo)venet(s)i in "rimljani" je lepo
orisal film "Black death".https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qF1Q5sYQhiUSte že videli spletno stran
http://www.globalwends.com/ ? Na njej je napisanih veliko novih spoznanj o naši zgodovini in jeziku.
Dec. 9/15: Preberite si izjemno spletno stran http://www.globalwends.com/Avtorica Mila Deacon je sestavila
doslej najpopolnejšo sliko sveta pred črnimi oblaki rimskih laži. Upam, da se najde slovenski založnik, ki bo
njena dognanja zbral v knjigo. Splet je zelo krhek. Mnoge spletne strani, ki sem jih zelo spoštoval, so ugasnile.
Nov. 7/15: Buchela pravi ... O tem, da je slovenščina najstarejši jezik severne poloble je napisanega zelo veliko.
Najbolj razločno se je temu posvetil Mario Alinei, italijanski profesor v Nemčiji, v svojih dveh knjigah o "Teoriji
kontinuitete". Knjigi sta le v italijanščini, saj se ju ne upajo prevesti, ker rušita rimske laži. Vsebino knjig je
povzemal Lucijan Vuga v svojih knjigah "Davnina govori" in "Megalitski jeziki". Od spletnih virov je trenutno
najboljši "Global Wends" Mile Deacon, do nedavnega pa je bil odličen tudi "Veneti tripod" Igorja Pirnovarja, ki
pa je bil napaden in ga zdaj ni več (nekatere strani se da izbrskati iz spletnega arhiva).
Dec. 5/14: Nekoč sem gledal intervju s(bivšim) Slovenskim veleposlanikom čigar ime in priimek sem pozabil. A
govoril je o dokazih in napisih v Slovenščini po baltiku in v Franciji, kjer naj bi, če mi spomin ne peša v okolici St.
Etienna bile jame v katerih je napis "Cherne jame". To le potrjuje napisano o francoskih Vendih. Vsekakor kjerkoli
so že bili pa niti za en del tega ljudstva ni bilo miru pred Vatikanskimi klavci.
Dec. 4/14: Ta Vilfan, ki ga imate v mislih pa je bil pomemben politik, ki ga našteva francoski avtor v spisku
jugoslovanskih Židov, ki so organizirali boljševistično revolucijo (Weiss, Kardayl, Rankau, Kupferstein,
Baebler, Kreigher, Wilfan). Dzilas, Broz etc.
Poskusite dobiti s spleta film "Temni angeli usode", ki je bil posnet v Sloveniji leta 1999 v letu hudiča. V tem
filmu je zelo lepo , podrobno in nazorno prikazano vse, kar je razkrinkano na mojem blogu.

Nov. 27/14: Imamo hkrati dva živeča papeža (Benedikta in Frančiška) in istočasno tudi dva živeča črna papeža
(von Kolvenbacha in Alfonza Nicholasa). To se doslej še nikoli ni zgodilo. ... Krščanska cerkev je v resnici
rimski imperij, ki se nikoli ni sesul, ampak obstaja na prefinjeno zakrinkan način neprekinjeno še danes. .. O
razlogih za povojno vatikansko žrtvovanje pol milijona Hrvatov in Slovencev, pa si preberite v tem članku:
http://continuingcounterreformation.blogspot.com/2008/08/wlodimir-vladimir-ledochowskis-tito.html
Nov. 19/14: Tanakh je prava Biblija, ki jo Judje čuvajo kot svetinjo, Septuaginta, pa je prevod v Grščino in ima
polno pomanjkljivosti, dodani so "novi preroki", letnice družinskega drevesa so zamaknjene, zgodovina
dogodkov je premaknjena. Prevedena je šlampasto, ali pa je namenoma tako prirejena. Kristusovi apostoli niso
imeli prave Biblije, ampak so imeli le Septuaginto. Kristus lahko obstaja le, če je božji sin, če ne je Nova zaveza
zapis norca. Ni možno, da je samo ustanovitelj religije, ker bi bili zapisi preveč absurdni, namenjeni le za
obvladovanje množice. Kolikor veste, predvsem Lom, ki ga zanima poezija, da se je "ne da prevajati", kaj šele
Svete knjige, saj izgubijo duh. Knjiga brez duha pa je nična, je šarlatanstvo. Kolikor veste, je katoliška cerkev
priznala darvinizem , to pa se ne sklada s prvotno Biblijo. Judovstvo v originalni Bibliji ni narod, ampak ima
drugačen duhovni pomen. Nikjer tudi ne omenjajo Boga z imenom, to je dodano naknadno.
..... Brezmadežno spočetim je omrežje najbrž že ob rojstvu določilo njihovo vlogo, kar si lahko ogledate v
trapastem videu Sidharte iz neke novomeške gledališke predstave. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ilBGc5mCZYIBodite pozorni na "otroke", ki jim v videu napovedujejo, kaj bodo postali, ko odrastejo. Video je
tudi sicer poln okultističnih podrobnosti in v njem nastopajo čudne osebe, ki nimajo nikakršne razumne povezave
z vsebino. V njem boste našli Milana Kučana, Boruta Geršaka, Igorja Berganta, Aleksandra Čeferina in podobno
kabalistično zalego.

